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This study explored the need for services for
school-aged children who have experienced the death of a
close family member. Grieving parents and other adult
caregj-vers may have difficulty supporting and assisting
these children through the grief process. School social
workers from fourteen school districts in central and
west-central Minnesota were involved in this study.
The results showed that the schools provide services
which deal with children' s grief issues, Other needs as
identified by the social workers included: 1) increased
school social workers to support these students; 2l
additional trainings in the area of working with grieving
chi ldren; and 3 ) an j-ncrease in support ive community
resources.
This study wilI provide school social workers, Lhe
local Hospice programs and The Grief Center coordinator
information about. the needs for additional services for
grievi-ng chil-dren. Children and adolescents who are
grieving have need for adults who can offer support and
unCerstanding.
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1Chapter One
Introduction
OryFrview
The first chapter contains three sections which
include: 1 ) the introduction to the research problem, 2)
;he purpose of the study, and 3 ) the context of the research
problem.
Introduction o-f. Ehe Reee+r,eh Problem
V{hen adults attempt to protect children from physical
and emotional effects associated with the death of an
important person within the family circle, turmoil within
both the children and the famity often occurs (Deitrick &
Dailey, 1983; WoIfeIt, L991) . The abitity of important
adults in a child's life to be sensitive to and
understanding of the child's needs can make t.he difference
in making the experience of death either harmful or helpful
to the child's emotional growth (Wass & Corr, 1984; Wolfe1t,
1983). The desire of many adults to "spare children" is
often caused by their own feelings of discomfort, fearr or
anxiety (Wotfelt, 1983) .
At one time it was believed that children could not
comprehenC loss and separation and thus were unable to mourn
loss (Taylor-Brown & Wj-ener, 1993). Young children
inevitably encounter death, "Their first experiences may be
with a shriveled upside-down bug lying on the sidewalk, a
dried autumn leaf fallen from the tree, the unmoving and
Iunnaturally stiff classroom hamster, or a grandparent who
will never visit again" (Essa & Murray, 7994, p. '74).
Pur[rose pf. th,e Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the
availability of services provided by school social workers
for children who have experienced the deat.h of a close
f ami Iy member . Ar1 addit ional goal was to examine the exlent
that school social workers perceived the need for additional
services withln thelr school districts or communities,
Fina}ly, the study queried school social workers about
training needs in the area of assisting and supporting
children ln the grief process. These children are all
students who are enrolled in fourteen central and
west-central Minnesota school districts that are within the
service area of Rice Hospice and The Rice Hospice Grief
Center. The grief center offers counseling, educaLionn and
other services to individuals, families, and professionals.
This study focused on previous studies which have
established a need for services aimed specifically toward
children. Essa and Murray (1994) identified that in today's
society we often assume that we should protect children from
the realities of life and death. The authors also discussed
that according to research, children begin to form an
understanding of the concept of death at an early age and
that important adults in children' s l-ives, including
Leachers, can assist them clarify and manage both the
3cognitive and the emot j-ona1 aspects of death. When the
death of someone close occursr mourning and grief are normal
react ions .
The tendency to protect children from the realities of
death may mean that services for children are limited.
Morri son Tonkins and Lambert ( 1 9I6 ) however sugTgest that one
of the most painful stressors, and one that can have
Iife-long ramifications, is the death of a close family
memher. When the person experienclng the death is an adu1t,
sufficient coping mechanisms and emotional and cognitive
maturit.y are generalty in place. Childrenr on the other
hand, have less adequate coping skills, and are caught
reworking through their grief at different developmental
stages throughout their Iives. As children get older' they
demonstrate increasing Jevels of anxiety about death (Doka &
Davidson, 1997 ) .
McCown and Davies (1995 ) emphas j-zed that chlldrenf s
grief looks different than adults' grief. The scenes of
adult grief may consist of weeping, crying, dark clothing,
qu j-eL, somber voices, and sad af fects . Children on the
other hand reflect their grief through talking, Playing,
watching others, and questioning-
Because children's grief may l-ook different than that
of aCults (McCown & Davies, 1995), it is important to be
aware of how the children are responding and to remember
that including children in the explanations about death is
vital . Grolfman ( 1995 ) wrote, t'Death is a crisis which
cshould be shared by all members of the family, Children are
of ten f orgotten by grievi-ng adult s" (pp - 17 ) .
Since children have fewer coping mechanisms for dealing
with loss, the issue is further complicated because children
may lack an adequate understanding of death, They will need
the assistance of the adults in their lives to help them
sort out their emotions and provide information they can
understand (Corr, 1995; Grollman , 7996 i Wolfel-L, 198 3 
'
1991).
Cpnte+E of tfiejseee.rch Frob].em
Parents and other adult. caregivers sometimes pass on
their own anxieLies and fears to the children they are
trying to he1p. Sometj-mes adults do not r,'*ant to talk about
the death. They may assume this will spare the children
some of the pain anC sadness. To help chiJdren through the
grief processr parents need to esLablish a relationship in
which the death i s tal* ked about openly . Chi ldren need to
understand that grief is a natural occurrence when someone
they love dies. According to Taylor-Brown and Wj-ener
(1993), even young chifdren are ahle to conceive of death as
irreversible, depending upCIn how the deaths are explained to
them.
The literature reviewed revealed that parents and other
close family memhers are frequently unable or unwilling to
provide information and support to children regarding the
death. School social workers, teachers and other school
trJ
staff can assist to provide support and information children
need following the death of a close family member.
One of the mosl painful stressors, and one that can
have life-long ramif ications, is the death of a cl-ose family
member. Children in general may not have adequate coping
skills to work through the grief process. Caring adults in
the children's lives can provide the support and
availability of open communication to discuss the feelings
and physical changes that accompany grief for the adults and
the children.
When a death occurs, parents and other adult family
members are often so upset by their own loss that they are
unable to provide the informat.ion and support needed by the
children, Other adults in the children's lives can help the
children work through the grief process.
Suqmary
The llterature discussed the need for important adults
to help children work through the grief processi including
school teachers, social workers, and other school staff.
The literature did not indicate how the schools can best do
this.
The overall intent of this study was to explore the
availability of services and servj-ce needs as identified by
school- social- workers for students, pre*school to grade
twelve, who have experienced the death of a close family
member. These students are afl in fourteen central and
6west-central Minnesota school distri-cts, These school
districts are aII within the service area of Rice Hospice
and The Grief Center. The Grief Center of fers counsel-ing,
education, and other services to individuals and
professionals within this service area.
.1
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Chapter Tro
Literature Review
OV,efSrier
The second chapter cont ai-ns the l iterature review . The
first section identifies and explains the
theoretical/conceptual frameworks of this study, which
include: li grief and loss theories, and 2) the theory of
human development.
The next. section, the Iiterature revj-ew, focused on the
historical and modern perspectives of dealing with death and
grief and has identified two areas that have been found to
influence a child's ability to successfully grieve the death
of a close family member. These include: 1) envj-ronmental
effects on children's grief, and 2) interventions for
grieving children.
Eheoretical /Eqn-cepF,ual Fra"mework
Two bodies of social work theories provide a
theoretical framework for this study. They are: 1) the
Grief and Loss Theories of several different researchers and
professionals, and the Theory of Human Development of Erik
Eri kson .
Grief and Lose Theories
The discussion related to the grief and loss theories
includes the works of Doka, 1995, 1996; Groflman, 1990;
BKubIer-Ross, 1983; Wo1fe1t, 1983, 1991, 1996). Several of
these models identify stages of grief people experience
following the death of someone close to them. While some
professionals challenge the t'ages and stages" concept of
death understanding, those working with children need some
commonality standards and norms to use in reassuring parents
and significant adults that their child is behaving or
grieving normally (Seager & Spencer, 1996).
Each of the grief professj-onals listed above discussed
some type of developmental process children experi-ence as
t.hey grieve . A chi Id' s developmental }eve I wi 1I be a f actor
in how t.he child handles the strain of a death. "It is
important to remember that while adults suffer pain in a
chronic manner, children suffer intermittently" (Lord,
1992). They may be upset for awhile and then resume happily
with play. If the trauma is severef such as the death of a
close family member, children will reexperience grief in a
different way as they pass through each developmental stage
(Lord, 1992) . Prichard and Epting ( 1992 ) explained that in
order to answer children's questions concerning deathr f,o
adult must be aware of the chi l-d' s age I experience, and
prior understanding of death.
A chi ld' s abi l ity t.o understanC the concept of death
and what it means to him/her varies with the child's age and
maturity (Staudacher, 1996). Adults need to be aware of the
leve1 of understanding of the chitd and adjust any
explanation to that level (Brodkin, 1995; Seager & Spencer,
Y1996). It is important to remember to provide as accurate,
and honest lnformation as possib1e. Giving more information
than the child can understand and process will only confuse
the child. Wolfelt (1996) encCIuraged adults to aIlow
questions and assure the child that any emoLions he/she
feels are the same feelings as other children have in
similar situations.
Children and adolescents do not grieve in a Jj-near
pattern as adults are more likely to do (Shore, 1995) . How
far they are able to progress 1n underst.anding and accepting
a death and are able to move through the grief process is
limited by their developmental- stage (Doka, 1995; Grol1man,
1990; Westmorel-and, 1996; WoIfelt, 1983). *tTherefore,
children often grieve in a clumping pattern of sometimes
intense periods separateC by long intervals where they
apparently are not affected by the Ioss" (Seager & Spencer,
1996, p. 43) , The literature discussed that this "clumping
pattern" is often misunderstood by parents, significant
adults, and schools who are unlikely to associate an
appearance of an actinq out behavior and decreased attention
span to the death that may have happened two years earlier.
Understanding the impact of the death for the child and
placing the childr s hehavior into perspective may enable
parents and other significant adults to understand and cope
with the changes in the chilC and his environment.
'*Understanding the response to los s within the chi ld' s
cognitive developmental context is critical to understanding
10
the chiId's grief work and grief responses" (Glazer 5, C1ark.
7997 , pp. 34-35) .
Several theorists have developed stages in which a
child is able to experience or understand death (Corr, 1995;
Grollman, 1990; Papenbrock & Voss, 19BB; Schaefer & Lyons.
1993). The following developmentaf outline is an abridged
guide to the grief professionals' developmental process.
All of the professionals discussed that these are only
guidelines and that emotionatly and cognitively, all of the
foltowing age groups may experi-ence irritability, anxietY'
lowered self esteem, depression, apathy, feelings of
rejectj-on, short attention spans, and changes in school
work, play, or ability to attend to tasks.
For children under two years of age, it is believed
that they can sense that something is different and that
there is a change in the emotional atmosphere. A child in
this age group does not understand what death is and
probabty will not remember the person who died. He/she will
need a lot of nonverbal coflrmunication (i.e. hugs, rocking,
and continued routine). Because they can sense a change,
some children may exhibit behaviors including fussiness,
clinging to adults, and regressj-on-
It is believed that children Lhree to five years of age
may see the death as temporary and may believe that the
person will return or can be visited. A child in this age
category has difficulty handling concepts such as heaven,
the soul or a spirit. He/she may feel sadness, but often
11
for only a short time and frequently wil-l- escape into play,
giving adults the impression the ch1ld really is not
grieving. Children in this age group are able to substitute
their attachment to another person in exchange for
attachment to the person who has died, and may not remember
the person who died. These children need a daily routine,
structurer affection, and reassurance. Acting out behaviers
for them might include: regressi-on, flightmares, aggression,
and non-compliance.
Children five to nine years of age begin to understand
that deat,h is final and permanent and may begin to have a
f ear of deat.h and of others dying . At t his age they may
feel guilt (magical thinking) and blame themselves for the
death. There 1s difficulty putting problems and feelings
into words, and children often ask concrete and specific
questions ahout the death, the body, etc. Identifying
strongly rnrith the deceased is normal, and acting out
behavior$ include: compulsive caregivlng, aggression,
possessiveness, regression, headaches, sLomachaches, and
phobias .
Chi ldren ten to t.welve years of age are able to
recognlze that death is inevitable and irreversible, but may
view Ceath as a punishment, as they may still retain some
elements of magical thinking. Often they are very curious
and interested in all of the *tgory" details and may come up
with their own theories or explanations of the reasons for
the death and may also have many practical questions about
72
the body, the funeral, etc. Acting out behaviors for this
age span include: aggression, possessi-veness, headaches,
stomachaches, phobias, and defiance.
By thirteen to eighteen years of age, children are
nearing adult levels of concept and may worry or think about
thelr own death. These children often avoid discussion
about death, become angry at the deceased, fear 'tlooking
different," and question religious beliefs. They may also
fear the future, Acting out behaviors for this age group
include: aggression, Fossessiveness, headaches,
stomachaches, phobias, increased sexual activity, increased
drug use, increased risk-takj-ng, defiance, and suicidal
ideation.
TheorIr of EumAn-. D-E:r.. eloppent
The stages of Corr ( 1995 ) Grollman ( 1990 ) Papenbrock &
Voss ( 198I ) and Schaefer & Lyons ( 1993 ) resembled the
Erikson eight stages of developmental theory, Wass (1979)
discussed Erikson's human development theory. This theory
declares that there are eight st,ages a person must go
through in order to move through the life cycle from infancy
to old age. Each stage of development *'presents a crisis in
one's understanding of oneself, of one's purposes, and of
one's retationships with others" (pp. 183-184). The
developmental- task at each stage is to'*resolve the crisis
successfully" (p. 184 ) . Only when this is doner cEfi the
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person progress to the next stage of maturity. Ericksonrs
eight stages and crisis are l-isted by vfass (1gT g ) as :
1 ) infancy: trust versus mistrust,
2) early childhood: autonomy versus shame and
doubt,
3) play age: initiati-ve versus guilt,
4 ) school age: industry versus inferiority
5 ) adolescence: identit.y versus identity
diffusion,
6 ) young adulthood: int.imacy versus isolation,
7 ) adulthood: generactivity versus
self*absorption, and
B ) senescence: integrity versus despair.
(p. 184).
During the stages of infancy and early childhood,
children require a sense of security and begin to develop a
sense of autonomy. Their needs must be met through the
maintenance of normal routines and affection. When someone
close to them dies, the grief of the parents and other
caregivers may cause the child to sense a detachment and
feel- less security in his environment, "Since the family
represents security and safety to the chiId, when this
safety is disrupted, the child will- feel insecure, highly
anxious, robbed of the consistent world to which she had
been accustomed" (Sanders, 1995, p. 70). Parents often fail-
to recognize signs of grief and sadness, particularly in
smaf l-er children (Sanders, 1995; Wolfe1t , 1996 ) . Regressive
l4
behaviors may include bed wettingr or crying for a bottle
again.
Children, three to five years of agef are included in
Erikson's "pray age. " At this stage, chj-l-dren are in the
process of developing initiative. Play is very important at
this stage, and though they are able to have a deeper
concept of i+hat death is, they can handle the feelings
related to grieving for only short periods of time, and r+ill-
soon escape to play, Children at this stage have the need
for structure r dffection, information, and reassurance. As
adults attempt to protect a child at this st,age, the child
suffers from inadequate knowledge and imagines the worst
possible situation. Magical- thinking may be prominent
(Sanders, 1995).
School aged children, five to twelve years of age are
developing a greater understanding for death and its impact
on their lives. Fear and anxiety related to death may be
common at this stage. *'The child worries about what. has
happened or what might happen, Because of this, she might
feel a sense of responsibility for the death" (sanders,
1995, p, 71). When the death occurs, the child may recal-I
times when she /he secretry wished, during an episode of
angerr for the person to "drop dead." When the death
happened, the child may have developed symptoms of guj-It.
.'rt is very difficul-t for a chird to share these very
natural, but to her, ugly thoughts and feelings" (Sanders,
1995' p. 71). Ongoing support, assurance that their needs
15
will be met, and answers to their questions about death will
herp to alleviate any fear and anxiety at this stage.
Adolescence and young adulthood are trrikson's next
stages of development. If the childrs needs have heen met
at the previous leve1s, children at this stage are heginning
to develop an adul-t Ievel of the concept of death. The
older child now is equipped to share some of her/nis
thoughts with teachers or other close adults, thereby
gaining access to support and nurturing outside the family.
"rt has been shown in children, just as it has in adults,
that the availability of person and social resources often
make t.he dif ference in bereavement outcome" (Sanders, 1995,
p. 71). As the concepts of identity and intimacy are
developing at thls stage, children who do not have adequate
support from caregivers may resort to acting out behaviors
such as: increased sexual activity, chemical use, suicidal
ideat ion, increased ri s k-ta king, et c .
Doka (1995) found that "children at any age can
recognize loss though they may respond to it in different
ways" (p. xii). chirdren may need different therapeutic
approaches than adults. These include therapies such as
music, art, p1ay, dance, story-te11ing, etc. These
therapies may seem less threatening than talking one-on-one
with an adult (Doka, 1995; worfelt, 1996) . Doka ( 1995 ) and
wolfelt (1996) explained that as children grow, it is not
unusual for them to regrieve losses that were experi-enced
during earlier periods in their childhood. *'For as they age
16
their dimensions of that ross may be more clearly
understood" ( Doka, 1 995, p. xii ) .
Doka ( 1 995 ) and Wolfelt ( 1 gg6 ) also discussed the
similarities beLween children's and adult's grief. The
grief experience will be affected by many of the same
factors that affect adults: the importance of the person
i^rho died in their life, the circumstance of the death, the
coping skil]s of the individual, culture, religion, family
support, etc.
Higtoricql agd t{odeqn PerFpeptivee
According to the literature, death and children have
not always been so foreign to each other. wass (1g7g)
reviewed some early childhood games such as "peek-a-boo", a
game derived from an old Engrish word meaning '*dead" or
t'alive". Another game reviewed is "ring-around-the-rosie",
with its chant "ashes, ashes, all faII down." This game
grew out of children's reaction to death during the great
plague of the Middle Ages . Many chi ldren st i 11 learn t.he
bedt ime prayer t'now r lay me down to s leep, r pray the Lord
my soul to keep , r f r shoul-d die bef ore r wake, r pray the
Lord my soul to Lake. "
Untll this century children were corTrmon witnesses to
death. Infant mortality was hiqh, and it was a rare
firstborn who did not experlence the death of a younger
sibling (Wass, 1 97 9 i , Similarly, the literature reviewed
revealed that life expectancy was much shorter. According
II
to Wass (1979), life expectancy in 1900 in the United States
was 4l .3 years. Children often attended the funerals of
their parents as well as of siblings before they reached
adulthood.
The literature discussed that until the early 2Oth
century' most Americans died in their own homes following a
brief illness. The family often gathered in the home,
perhaps around the deathrbed. rn thi s phase, death was
regarded as something expected and familiar. rt was a
public ritual in which great importance was placed on the
dying person's active participation preparing himself or
herself for death. Wolfelt (1991) emphasized. that when
several generations of a family lived in the same household,
chil-dren became aware of agi-ng, illness and death. They
watched grandparents grow ol-d. They gathered. with other
famlly members when death occurred, and usually funerals
were held in the home.
According to WolfeIt (1991), under these circumstances,
children were able to experience the grief process with
other family members and realized an important loss had
transpired. They were able to experience tears and sorrow
along with their parents. Death happened aII around them,
and as a result, they were exposed to it gradually. Death
was not a mystery for children in early America.
By the middle of the 20th century, however, death in
the industrialized nations had become a private matter and
was seldom discussed. Modern medical techniques prolonged
1B
the process of dying as well- as prolonging life, and death
usually occurred in lingering stages in hospitals or nursing
homes. Silverman and Worden (7992) discussed the decline in
Western civi1ization's comfort of dealing with death and
dying.
Most of the literature suggested that today, children
Iive in a cu1ture that avoids grief (e . g. , Corr, 1995; Doka,
1996; Essa 6( Murray, 1994; Glazer & clark, LggT; Gordon &
Klass, 1979; Grollmanr 1990; McCown & Daviesr lgg5; Morrison
Tonkins & Lambert, 1996; papenbrock & voss, lgBB; segal,
1984; silverman & worden, Lggz; wolfelt , Lgg6) . For a
variety of reasons r children in the United States often grow
up without being exposed to the pain of grief of the 1oss of
someone close to them during childhood" Modern medicine,
for example, has drasticarly reduced infant and chird
mortality and has prolonged life expectancy for the aged
(WoIfelt, 1991).
Families are now also geoqraphically scattered. Deaths
often occur thousands of miles from home. Even if different
generat ions remain in the same area, the i-ncreased use of
hospitals and nursing homes reduces the chances that
children will witness the aging and dying of their loved
ones. Many children do not have the opportunity to
experience the normal grief that accompanies these events.
In reference to the drastic changes that have occurred,
Gordon and Klass (1979), discussed that modern children
experience death differently than children of the past.
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They identified that over the course of this century, two
trends have influenced and conti-nue to influence the
association between a child and Ceath. The first trend is
the growing distance of the experience of death from
everyday life. The second is the expanding difference of
the child from the adult world. Combined, these trends have
had a significant change on how a child can react to deaLh.
EnvironpenF,al Effect,E- 
-oU Childrenf g Grief
The Iiterature indlcated that young children do grieve
and thaL the range of differences in understanding the death
of a Joved one can vary as much as the childrenr s
developmental pace. Chi-ldren' s individual personalities,
ages r envi ronment s , and f ami- Iy experiences al* 1 f actor into
the way children grieve. The child's relationship to the
deceased person, how the caretaker responds to the death,
and media responses to dying and death all factor into how a
child is affected by the death.
ReLatronship to tfte Deceased Person
Chil-dren's history and memory will- affect the
dimenslons of their grief; *'the more frequent and positive
the contact, the more acutely very young children will be
aware of a person's absence. A granCfalher who lived down
the street and was seen daily by a toddler will be missed
much more than the great aunt who visited only for holiday
dinners" (Norris-Shortle, Younq, and WiIliams, 1993,
p. 137).
.)r\LU
Caretaker's Rea ction to the Death
Although an inf ant may not be abl-e to say a person, s
name when he or she dies, this infant may be acutely aware
of and overwhelmed by a parent's distress when the death
occurs. Prior to a death, young children may never have
seen their parents grieve . Steifeld ( 1 9B S ) discussed that
one of the most frightening things for children can be
glimpses of previously unknown sides to their parents**"a
f ather sobbing, a mother obl ivious in her grief ,, (p . B ) .
Norris*Shortle, Young, and Williams (1993) emphasized that
even young children can realize that these adult emotions
are different from their other possible life experiences
because in grief their parents are caught up in their own
grief and are unaware that the children are frightened.
Parents may find it is necessary to leave very young
children for the first time to attend to funeral
preparat ions .
Parents, consumed in their own grief process, may
unknowingly delay the healing of their children's grief
process. Norris*Shortle, Young, and Witliams ( 1993 )
discussed that young children often view their parents as
"omnipotent". If parents deny or attempt to cover up the
occurrence of a death and are unahle to talk about it, very
young children may become aware that this is a taboo-subject
and consequently never ask about the person who has died.
If parental grief is not properly explained, it can
serve as a source of insecurity for the child and / or guilt
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due to the child's magical thinking. Children may believe
that they caused the unhappiness in their parents because of
their bad behavior or bad thoughts, Norris-Shortle, young,
and lfilliams (1993) discuss that with no acceptable
emot ional out let open to them, chi l-dren, s f ears and
confusion can evolve into guilt anC hostilityf expressed
through behavioral problems or emotional withdrawal. The
literature suggested that young children are susceptible to
misconceptions drawn from certain euphemj-sms they hear from
their parents, other adults, and older children. According
to Norris-Short1e, Young and Williams (1993), adults often
feer they are protecting chil-dren by providing simple, yet
evasivef answers to children's persistent questions. These
explanations may be confusing to children and may increase
their uncertainties and fears of death.
Most youth in families are ahl-e to deal with death and
move through their grief in a healthy manner as long as they
are given the support and opportunity to do $o. seager &
Spencer (1996), suggest that one of the first steps is to
educate the f ami 1y as to what to expect and what i s normal-
in chil-dren' s reactions to death and grief - Children will-
model their responses largely on the adults around them.
According to seager & Spencer {1996), if the grown-ups are
falling apart, they'l-l- get the messaqe, "Thi-s is badr w€ are
falling apart!", but if the adurts project a message that
"This really hurts and we are sad but we will be OKr "
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(p. 42) children wiII be able to show their sadness. but
will 1ikely also be aII right.
Media Response to Death
Today many children grow up watching large amounts of
television. According to t.he National Commission on
children (1991), very young children often deverop the
distorted view that death is temporary after they have spent
hours watching cartoons on television, where characLers die
one day and come back to the screen the next. "The nightly
news report, with graphic descriptlons and pictures of
murders, fatar accidents, and other disastersf
depersonalizes death for chi]dren as well as for adults"
(Norris-Shortle, Young 6, Williams, 1993, p. ?38-T3g).
Seager and Spencer ( 1 19 6 ) reviewed that vid.eo games I
songsf newspapers, and other forms of media also expose
children to the subject of dying and death. They argued
that while children are being exposed to death-related
experiences through the media, they are lacking the support
and teachings about death of their parents and other caring
adults.
Lamers ( 1995 ) and Rosen ( 19BB ) accented the scarcity of
age-appropriate material that would introduce children to
the concepts and experiences of dying and death. They
suggested that s ince chi l-dren of ten u$e stories and play to
help them understand and develop unfamiliar concepts, the
topic of death might best be explained to children through
the use of appropriate Iiterature. This method is enhanced
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when a carlng adult
literature with the
reads, t€lls the storyr or discusses the
ch i ldren .
Interrrent-ione Eor Grieving,ehildrErl
when a roved one dles, children grieve. The most
important. factor in how children react to the death is the
response of the adults who influence their lives. Caring
adults-whether they are parent s, relaL j-ves , f riends , school
social workers or teachers-can help children through this
traumatic time. Handled in a caring, warm, and
understandlng wayl d child's early experj-ences with death
can be an opportunity to learn about life and living as we]l
as death and dying. t'As the child experiences the adults in
his life being sad, he learns that 1t is acceptable for him
to be sad, too" (Lordt L992| p. 119). Sharing these
experiences together can help children learn that palnful
and unfair things do happen in life, but people can survive
them (Doka, 1996; Lord, lggZt Wol_feIt, 1gg6) .
How adults respond when a loved one dies has a major
ef fect on the way chil-dren react to the death. Gillman
(cited in Norris-shortle, Younq, and williams, 1gg3)
suggested that telling children about death is best done in
familiar surroundings. The explanation should he simple and
direct, with the ultimate goal of creating an environment
where the child can ask questions and relate fears.
Rosenblatt and Elde t1990) identlfied that much of the
healing of bereavement occurs in the contexL of family life
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and friendships. Sega} (1984) stated that there is a need
for open coillmunications with children regarding their
concerns about death. He further explained that some
chil-dren have lived for years with weird misconceptions,
with fear and gui1t which could have been prevented with a
few words of explanation.
Children grieve dif ferently than adults (Corr, 1- g95;
Essa & Murray, 1994; WoIfeIt, 1983). Their understanding of
the world and their ability to comprehend death changes as
they grow and move through different developmental stages.
Clear and understandable communication appropriate to the
child's leve1 of comprehension, and unconditional l-istening
and affection are critical in wal-king children through this
difficult time. As chirdren are frequently unable to
articulate their feelings, fears, and need.s, it becomes the
responsibility of the adults in their Jives to provide them
viith the avenues to express themselves and work through
feelings and fears that could. later become prohlems if
they're not addressed at the time of the probrem.
Norris-Shortle, Young, and Williams (1993) found that
most people, including parents, have trouble resolving their
own grief and perhaps cannot consider the effects of the
death of a loved one on children . Adults' d.iscomfort with
dying and the grief process affects young children, s
understanding of death. Mulder ( 1 gg4 ) discussed the
difficulty most people have about the uncertalnty of whether
they should say something or noL to grieving people. she
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further discussed the need for someone who has experienced a
death to have it acknowledged by others, They need to know
that other peopre are thinking about them and that they
raf raVq!U.
Support Graups anC Counse_l ing for Chjldren
Zambelli and De Rosa (1992) estabtished that child
support groups can be a useful substitute support system for
f ami l ies when a close f ami 1y member d.ies , s ince death of ten
strains the famil j"es' existing coping systems, The authors
discussed that children's support qroups are generally
formed on the same basj-s as adult support groups. rn
support groups there is usually a common problem er theme
among the group members with an emphasis on peer support and
help.
Providing for some sessions of parental participation
in the support groups can be beneficial. Warmbrod (1986)
cautioned that having the child talk and grieve only r,-rith a
counselor might leave the child sti11 unable to share with
the parent, and the parent may be left feeling more isolated
from the child. If the child meets only with a counselor,
the ch1ld has no chance to hear how the parent is coping and
hor^r the child might he of assistance, appropriate to the
child's age and level of development.
RoL e of the ScJrool s
The subject of death is difficult for many adults to
discuss. Teachers, social workers, and other school staff
are no different. Yet when students face a death, they may
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need to address the subject. significant adults in
children's lives, incruding school faculty, can help
chi l-dren clarl fy the emot ional and cognit j-ve aspects of
death. Because school staff often have to explain death to
chiJdren, it is important that the teachers, sCIcia1 workers,
and a I1 school staf f recogni ze hor,rr chi ldren understand death
and work through their grief.
School faculty who have not ad.equately resolved. their
own misgivings about death will be 1ess able to help
children and parents who are grieving. Essa, Murray, and
Everts (1995) recommenCs that a professional who is familiar
with chil-dren's grief processes can help facutty deal with
the issue of dying and death either with individual
faculty memhers or at a staff meeting.
carson, warren, and Doty ( 1 g 95 ) stated that most
schools have not provided for adequate dying and death
education or bereavement counseling services for students
who have experienced a death of a family member. The
literature indicates that the topic of death should be
included in the curriculum of schooJs at al-I levels.
Libraries in school s shoul-d become more aware of the
literature on death-related topics and make these materials
available to the teachers and students (Guy, 1gg3). Doka
( 1995 ) advocated that schoors have some type of deat.h
education programs in place as a part of a preventative
approach to grief*related problems.
2l
Sumarfr
The theoretical framework of the Grief and Loss Theory
and the Human Development Theory provide the foundation for
the l iterature review. The literature revi-ew ident if ied t he
historical and modern perspectives of dealing wlth death and
grief. It has also described two areas that have been found
to influence a child's ability to successfully grieve the
death of a close family member. These include: 1) the
environmental effects on children, s grief, and zJ the
interventions for grieving children.
The literature identified that children who experience
the death of someone loved do not have the choi-ce between
grieving or not grieving, but the adults who have the
opportunity to care for the children do have the choice of
helping or not helping the children during this vulnerable
time. Many parents have difficulty discussing death with
their children. When a death occurs, bereaved parents are
often so upset by their own loss that they make little, if
any' ef fort to explain to their chil-dren what has happened.
Kubler-Ross (1983) emphasized that either knowingly or
unconsciously, adults pass their acquired fears along to
their children and are not aware until it is too late that
these fears cause indescribable damage and pain.
t'It is senseless to try to protect children f rom pain
within a family" (Lord, L992, p. 119). According to Lord
( 1992 ) , most chil-dren are more perceptive than adults are
about. sensing that somethinq is wrong. Children can pick up
.) a)LO
on facial expressi-ons and often overhear conversations. A
child who sees adults crying, tense, impatient. and tj_red,
but is tord that nothing is wrong, will feel confused,
alienated and betrayed.
The ability of adults, who are close to the children,
to be sensit.ive to and understanding of the young child, s
actuar needs can make the difference in making the
experience of death either harmful or helpful to the child, s
emotional growth. Children need to be allorried to express
and deal- urith their feelings concerning the death of a
significant person in a safe and non-judgmental environment.
This can prevenL unresolved grief later in the child's life
or later as an adult. Kuhler-Ross ( 1983) emphasized that
many adults suffer from never having resolved the hurts of
their childhood. Children need to be allowed to grieve
without heing labeled crybaby or sissy. If children of both
sexes are not allowed to express their natural emotions in
childhood, they may have problems later on.
As caring adults. the challenge is clear. Child,ren do
not choose between grieving and not grieving; adultsr on the
other hand, do have a choice to help children cope with
grief. Zamhelli and DeRosa (1992) said, Lhe death of a
parent is an overwhelming and confusing ordeal in the
chi l-d' s li f e . The impact of the death shatters the chi ld' s
sense of fami1y security and belief in parental omnipotence
(Zambelli and DeRosa, 1992) ,
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WoIfelt (1997) found that several studies of children
who have experienced a parent's death have confirmed that
the remaining family memhers and the rest of the child's
environment are critical components in the child, s capacity
to mourn. The child's ability to cope depends on the
capacity of significant adults' expressing their own grief
and showing the child that they can express a full range of
feelings. The sharing of grief between parent and child
assists the family in recognizing both the uniqueness and
commonatity of their experience. According to Rosenblatt
and Elde ( 1- 990 ) | much of the healing of bereavement occurs
in the context of family rife and friendships.
There is agreement in the literature regarding the
importance of adul-ts hetping children work through the grief
process, including school social- workers, teachers, and
other school staff ( e. g. , Carson, warren & Doty, 1 g95; Corr,
1995; Doka, 1995; Essa & Murray, lgg4; GrolIman, 1990;
Kubler-Ross,1983; Mccown & Davies, 1995; sega1,1gB4;
Wolfelt, 1996 ) . The literature, however, does not indicat.e
how the schooJ s can best do th j- s . There are gaps in the
literature regarding the procedures that the schools can
utilize to assist chil-dren and their famil-ies through the
death of a close family member.
This researcher found a lack of social work related
resources which addressed the need for children who have
experienced the death of someone close to them. The social
work related literaLure al-so offered littte information
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about the availabillty of services for these children and
the service needs of the professionals working with these
chi l-dren .
This information, then, provides the foundation of this
study. Data will he gat.hered to explore the availability of
servj-ces and service needs as identified by school social
workers for students, pre*school through grade twelve who
have experienced the death of a close family member. These
students are alr enrolled in fourteen central and
west-central Minnesota puhlic school districts, which are
within the service area of Rice Hospice and The Grief
Center, This study seeks to provide school sociaf workers
and the local- Hospice program and The Grief center
information about the need for addltionar services
for these students or for additional training for the social
workers, teachers, and other school staff.
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Chapter fhree
tr{ethodoI.ogry
Qvervier
Chapter three consists of nine sections which include:
1) the research design, z) the research questions, 3) the
operaLional definitions, 4) the characteristlcs of the study
population, 5) the sample of the population, 6) data
collection, ]) data analysis, and B) the procedure for the
protection of human subjects.
Ree,earch 
.Deeigp
This was an exploratory study using a survey research
design. The survey research design was selected due to its
ability to approach a number of different topics at one
time. Rubin and Bahhie (1997) describe surveys as being
f airly f l-exlbf e . *'Many quest ions may be as ked on a given
topic; giving you considerable flexibility in your analyses.,
(Rubin & Babble, 1991, p. 3d4).
Exploratory research relies on the collection of
qualitative data as sufficient information wi]1 not be
available with the use of quantitative methods al_one
(Patton, 1987) . Qualitative data was collected utiL:-zing
the key informant approach to obtain informatlon and
opinions from socj-aI workers in the school districts. These
schoor sociar workers are presumed to have special_
information about the children' s and adol-escent' s problems
and needs, and also their perceived perceptions of gaps in
JI
del j-very of grief support to this population (Rubin &
Babbie, 1997). Exploratory research using both qualitative
and quantitative methods is supported by Patton (1gBT) and
Rubin & Bahbie (1997) 
.
The purpose of this study was to identify what services
are already in place for children and adol_escents, Lhe
extent that school social workers can assist with the
children' s grief process, what addit ional servj-ces are
needed, and what training school staff need to assist the
children with their grief process,
In the literature, the needs of children experiencing
the grief process are identified as differing from those of
adults ( Doka, 1 9 95; Wolfelt, 1 996 ) . Several theorists have
also suggested developmental stages in which children
understand and experience grief (Corr, 1995; Grollman, 1990;
Papenhrock & voss, 19BB; schaefer & Lyons, rgg3) .
Even so, there appear to be few servi- ces avai i-able that
are specific to children. The intent of this study was to
examine the services provided by school social workers for
chifdren who experience the death of a close family member.
Six research questions served as the basis for the study,
Rege+rCh Qugsti.pna
The following questions emerged:
1) What do social workers percei-ve to be the needs of
students who have experienced the death of a close famity
member?
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2) What services are offered by the schools to these
students?
3 ) To what extent do the services in the schools meet
the needs of these students?
4) What additional services are identified by school
social- workers that would assist the st.udents to cope after
the death?
5 ) What services in the community are school- social
workers aware of for these students?
6 ) Do school social workers perceive a need for
training to help them work with students who have
experienced the death of a close family memher?
isng
The operational- def initions are as forlows:
1) Students' or school social workers' identified needs
for services that are designed for students who have
experienced the death of a close family member. These
services might be avaj-lable in the school or the community
and include counseling, support groups, play therapy, music
therapy, etc,
2) Training needs of school social workers, These
include workshops, in-services, seminars, and other types of
trainings the school social workers can attend in order to
obtaln a better understanding of the subject matter of the
needs of children who have experienced the death of a close
family member. School staf f r^rho have empathic skills and
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adequate training ahout grief support will provide positive
support to grieving sLudents.
3) Close family member will he identified as a parent,
siblingf grandparent, or other adult that had frequent,
ongoing contacts with the students.
Qharaqteriekics of the Strr*t Fopqlatio+
Individuals chosen to participate in this study were
social workers working within the fourteen public school
districts in central and west-centraJ Minnesota that. are in
communities within the servi ce area of Rice Hospice and The
Grief Center. Al-1 of the social workers work directly with
the students in their schoors providing support,
informationf groups, etc. The sample was obtained by using
non-probabifity convenience sampling of school social
workers in these school districts.
The non*prohabi l ity conveni-ence sample f or thi s study
consisted of aII of the school social workers, in these
school districts within central and west-central Minnesota.
There are currently thirty-six school social workers in
these districts. The majority of these social workers are
women. Alt social workers in the identified school
districts were given an opportunity to participate in the
study.
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Saqrle of ,the Ppp,s1ati..og
The sample in this study was identified by the school
district offices of the fourteen schools located in central
and west-central MinnesoLa. The sample was identified as
being school- soci-al workers with direct contact with
students. The study was approved by the Superintendents of
the school districts involved in the study.
The survey quest ionna j-re sought to measure what
services are currently in place for grieving students and
what additional services are needed for the student.s. Any
need for additional training or services for school social
workers was also identified by the school social workers.
The school social workers that were surveyed provide direct
support to students who have experienced the death of a
close family member.
Data ColL-eeti.qn
This study was an exploratory study, using the survey
research design, Data col-lection for this study involved
both qualitative and quantitative methods to answer the
research questions, Quantitatlve methods describe with
precision the characteristics of a popufation, ES weIl ES,
emphasi zes the production of precise and general j-zable
statistical findings (Rubin & Babbie, lggT ) .
A self-admlnistered questionnaire was mailed to a1l
school social workers wit.hin the fourteen school districts,
The quest ionnaire sought to determj-ne the part icipant s'
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opinj-ons of services that are available and servj-ces that
are needed by students who have experienced a recent death
of a cl-ose family memher. A pre*test of the questionnaire
was completed by f ive Hospi-ce social workers.
The questionnai-res were accompanied by pre-addressed
stamped envelopes and cover letters identifylng the purpose
of the study and the importance of each individual' s
response to the success of the study (Rubin & Babbie, 1gg?).
Two weeks following the mailing of the questiennairer E
follow-up mailing of additional encouragement was sent to
each individual in the study. A new copy of the survey was
included in this mailing for those respondents that may have
lost or misplaced their original survey.
Data Analyeie
Results that occur in this study are based upon
responses to the questionnaire that included both
closed-ended and open-ended questj-ons, The data was both
quantitative and qualitative in nature. As there were few
participants, the data was tabulated. by hand.
Descriptive statistical analysis was used to summa rLZe
the data in this study. Descriptive analysis was based on
measurements taken of the sample and tabulates the
characteristics of the data (Weinbach & Grinnell, 1gg5).
content analysis of the quaritative data was used to
identify common themes among the responses of the
3l
participants in the survey questionnaires. The quantitative
data was organized by the percentages of responses.
Procedure f.p+ Protection of Hurnen gubjects,
There is no identifying information in the thesis. AII
participants were informed that participation was voluntary
and would not affect their job status at their schools.
Respondents were informed that completion of the survey
served as their consent to use their information. As this
study has relatively small numbers for a survey
questionna j-re, all methods available will be used to protect
anonymity. Even sor anonymity is not assured, but
confidentiality is, as the research resulLs were reported in
aggregate form. The raw data for the study was kept in a
locked drawer in the researcher's basement office until the
complet ion of the thes j-s. After the data was collected and
recorded, all identifying information was destroyed by June
1, 1ggB.
The questionnaire anC research proposal was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of Augsburg College for the
study of human subjects on February IZ, 1998. The approval
number is 97-38-02. There are few risks to the respondents,
but they were provided the name and phone number of The Rice
Hospice Grief Center Coordinator, David Rivers, in the event
that the study caused them any personal difficulties, The
social workers partlcipatlng in this study may have been
subject to difficulty with the subject of death of close
?oJU
family members, especially if they have experienced a recent
death themselves.
Sqroary
This was an exploratory study using the survey research
design. The subjects chosen to participate in this study
were school social workers in fourteen school districts
whose cofilmunities are served hy the Rice Hospice program and
The Grief Center.
The subjects were mailed a cover letter explaining the
study and a seven page survey questionnai-re and a
pre-addressed, stamped envelope. Two weeks after the
mailing, a follow-up mailing was sent to encourage those
participants that had not responded, A new copy of the
survey was included with this mailing for those respondents
that may have lost or misplaced their original survey.
content analysis of qualitative data was used to
identify common themes and pat.terns among particlpants'
responses to the survey questionnaire. The results of the
study are discussed in chapter four.
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Chapter Four
Results of the Study
Overvier
Chapter Four contains the results of the study which
incrude: 1 ) demographic information, z) the social work
sources of conLact with students, 3) the perception of need
for services , 4) services provided for students, 5 ) the
exLent that servj-ces meet the needs of students, 6 )
additional service needs, 1) cofilmunity services, and g)
training needs identified by social workers.
ig}n
Thirty-six self*administered survey questionnaires were
mailed out to school social workers in fourteen school
districts in central and west-central Minnesota. These
school districts are all in cofilmunities within the service
area of Rice Hospice and The Grief center. of the
thirty-six surveys mailed, thirty-two responses were
returned. Thirty-one of t.hese responses were completed.
The response rate of the compreted surveys was B 68 .
Ruhin and Babbie (1997) dlscussed the relevance of a
high response rate. "If a hiqh response rate is achieved,
there is less chance of significant response bias than if a
low rate is achieved" (p. 3s2 ) . A 508 response rate was
identified by Rubin and Bahbie (lgg7) as being adequate for
'tanalysis and reporting" (p. 3bZ ) . A 60t response rate was
descrihed as good, and 10? or higher as very good. The
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slgnificance of the 868 response rate is indicative of the
interest in this subject by school social workers in this
geographic area.
Although the school- administration offices were asked
for names and school mailing addresses for school social
workers only' responses were returned from four individuals
who identified that they were not school social workers.
One is a school psychologist and. three are school- guidance
counselors. Each of these respondents identified that
he/she provides services to st.udents who have experienced
the deaths of close family members. Each also identified
that many of his/her roles are simil-ar to those of the
school social workers in their districts. Because of these
similarities, I have considered their response findlnqs wlth
those of the twenty-seven schoor social workers that
responded.
Thirty of the respondents ldentified that, their role
involves working wit.h students who have experienced the
death of a close family member. one social worker
identified that this is not part of her role in the schools
within which she works.
F[hi le twenty-nine respondents ident i f ied that thei r
schools provide services for students who have experienced
the death of a close family member, two ldentified their
schools do not provide such services.
4l
Less than I year
1 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
Less than 1 year
I to 5 years
6 to 10 years
Over 10 vears
N
2
1
11
?1JJ. 1008
B
6
/-z
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Table 4.L provides a breakdown of the length of time
each respondent has worked as a school social worker, The
maj ority of the social workers have many years of experience
of school social work responsibilities. Eleven (368) have
worked in school social work for over 10 years, eleven (36t)
for 6 to 10 years (two of these were guidance counselors),
seven (222 ) for 1 to 5 years, and two ( 6t 1 for l_ess than 1
year (one of these was a guidance counselor, the other a
school psychologist ) .
N
2
10
11
U
B
6
32
35
21
31 10 0B
TabIe 4,,-1 Sc.hool .SociaI Wo{k Experieuce
Table 4.2 Length of",-Time in Current gghool Syst.-erft
n-)+Z
Sixty-two percent of the social workers have experience
of working in the same school system for six years or more.
This is indicative of the social workers being experienced
and 1ike1y accepted within their school districts. Eight
(2lZ) of the social workers have worked in their currenL
school system for over 10 years. Eleven (358) have been in
the same system for 6 to 10 years, ten (3Zz) for 1 to 5
years' while only two (68) have worked in the current school
system for less than 1 year (see Table 4.2).
By design, the sample consisted of twenty-seven school_
social workers, three school- guidance counselors, and one
school psychologist. Thirty of the respondents identified
themselves as Caucasian. One respondent chose not to answer
the question regarding race or ethnicity. The participants,
ages spanned thirty-five years ranging from 25 to 60 years
(see Table 4.3). Six participants opted not to respond to
the question on age. Of the twenty-five that did respond,
the mean age was 4L years.
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Tnhle,4.3 Schoo} Scc.lal- W-orker- Age. Ran,ge
25-3 4
35-4 4
45-54
55-65
No answer
N
B
trJ
I
4
6
I
26
16
26
13
19
31 100a
The responses of the social workers (Table
identified that the maj ority twenty-three ( ? 4 8 )
while eight (262 ) are male.
4 .4)
are female
TabIe 4 ..4..,-School, Segial Workeq Gencter
NZ
MaIe B 26
Female ?3 1 4
31 100%
Table 4 . 5 revea I s that twent.y-two of the social work
respondents identified that they have a degree in Sociaf
Work, while nj-ne do not.
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Yes
No
T.abIe,. 4 , 5. Socia1,,.-!,'lqrk De.gree
N
9
Io
7t
29
31 1 008
Thirteen t42z) of the social workers have a B.s.Vf.,
ni-ne t29Z) have a M.S.W., there are none i^rho have a ph,D. in
Social Work, and nine (29qt ) have a degree in another area
(see Table 4.6) . These other areas were identified as: two
with a Masters in Education and psychologyf one with a
Masters in Education for school social work, two with a
degree in sociology and psychorogy, two with a Masters in
Secondary School Counseling, one with a Masters in School
Psychorogy, and one with a Masters in counsering and
Psychology.
Tab1e. 4 . 6 
,, Highest Degree in SO_c.ial Work
NB
BSW 13 42
MSW 9 29
Other g Zg
31 1 008
Table 4 .J identif ies that the maj ori-ty, twenty ( Gst )
4tr.{*J
of the school social workers are licensed by the Minnesota
Board of Social- Work, Six others (19S) are licensed hy both
the Minnesota Board of Social Work and another licensing
department. This included three ttrat are also Iicensed by
the Minnesota Department of Children, FamiIies, and Learning
as School Social Workers, and t.hree by the Minnesota Board
of Teaching. Five respondents (168) are licensed only by
other departments than the MN Board of Social- Work, These
other departments included four with the Minnesota Board of
Education, and one with the Minnesota Board of Teaching.
Tabl-e 4 . 7 
. Licensure fnfgrruation
N
MN Board of Social Work 20
MN Board of SW and other 6
Other only 5
+
6s
19
16
31 100
As illustrated in Table 4,8, most of the social workers
work in school districts that empfoy three or less social
workers, The survey revealed that ten schools (322 ) have
only one social worker, four ( f3B ) employ two social
workers, seven ( 238 ) have three social workers, two ( 68 )
have four employed, three ( 108 ) have five, three ( 10? ) have
seven, and two ( 6% ) have eight social- workers employed.
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One Social Worker
Two Social Workers
Three Social Workers
Four Social Workers
Five Social Workers
Seven Socia1 Workers
Eight Social Workers
N
10
4
'7
2
3
3
2
Io
32
13
23
6
10
10
6
31 100t
Table 4.9 indicates the number of school buildings
within which each social worker works. Eourteen social
workers (458) identified they work in only one building,
while eleven ( 36% ) work in two buildings, four ( 138 ) work in
three different buildings, and one social worker (3%) has
assignments in four different buildings, One soclal- worker
( 38 ) identified that his role as a social work supervisor
allows him access to a1l eight buildings, wi-th an emphasis
in two buildings as well as being the facilitator for the
school district's Employee Assistance Program.
Over half of t.hese soci_al workers have the
responsibility of working in more than one schooJ building
(see Table 4.9). One social worker identified she shares
her time with two different school districts with the
buildings more than fifteen miles apart. other social
TahI-e 4 . B Sehool, Iri Ft rict.., Nrrmh:=.r ef Socia I Workers
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workers colTlmented that they travel more than ten miles from
one school building t.o another. This travel time f rom
building to building, and community Lo community is time
taken away from working with children with need.s.
Tab,l-e 4 . 9, .N:rmher of, Builctings
N
One Building L4
Two Buildings 1 1
Three Buildings 4
Four Buildings 1
Other (SW Supervisor and EAP) 1
9.
45
JO
13
3
3
31 1 008
As illustrated in Tab1e 4.10, the sociat workers
demonstrated a variety of responsibility for the grades wlth
which they work. Eight (262) social workers work with all
grades, K*12 . EJeven ( 3 63 ) work with Pre-Kindergarten
through grade 6, five (16t) with Junior High students, five
( 1 68 ) with High School grades, one ( 38 ) works with
Alternative School students, and one (3t1 identified himself
as the social work supervisor and Employee Assistance
Program coordinator.
The maj ority {62?" ) of the social workers are spreading
their work time over a multitude of different grade levels.
While 269" are sharing their time with the entire school
4B
system, 368 are working with pre-K through grade 6 (see
Table 4.10). Dividing their attention over this many grade
levels and students does not allow much opportunity for the
social worker to develop expertise at working with any
certain age leve1s. As the literature revealed that
children at different ages understand and process death and
grief differently, so too will the social workers need to
take different approaches at working with these students.
Tah-l e 4 10 Social lniorkerf s Pr imarv Resno sihilltv
K72
Pre-K Grade 6
Junior High
Senior High
Alternative Schoo1
SW Supervisor and EAP
N
B
11
tr
q
1
1
B
/.o
36
16
16
.]J
3
31 1008
The area surveyed has pri-marily a rural population with
many small school dist.ricts. The social workers identified
they work in school populations that range from 600 students
in the school district to approximately 6000 students in the
district. Seven (238) of the social workers identified they
work in school districts with 600 to 999 students, nine
(29e") with 1000 to L499 students, six (19t) with 1500 to
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1 999 students, four ( 134 ) with 2000 to zggg students, two
(641 with 3000 to 4999 students, and three (108) social
workers identified working in a district with 5000 to 6000
students (see Table 4.11).
Trtr I o 4 -11 Sr-hr'nl St t rdon I En rn I I ment
600 999
1000 1499
1500 1999
2000 2999
3000 4 999
5000 6000
N
1
I
6
4
2
3
I
23
29
19
13
6
10
31 1008
Sqciel Tlork S,ourcee of Cqntact wittr , S.tudents
Table 4.72 illustrates the Social V{orker's sources of
contact to learn of students who have experj-enced the death
of a close family member. Twenty-nine social workers (94+)
indicated the students seek out the social worker for
assistance on their own. Thirty social workers (978) said
parents seek out assistance for their chil-dren. Thirty
social workers (978) also indicated that teachers give them
referrals of students. Other school staff were identified
by twenty-seven of the social- workers (B7B). Referrals from
clergy were identified by twelve of the social workers
s0
(398). Other students making referrals was indicated by
twenty-three of the social workers (1 4Z) , while eleven ( 3Sg )
said they receive referrals from some other source. Other
sources included the inter-district crisis team, the
newspaper and other media sources, doctors, county employees
such as social workers, probation officers, county health
nurses, etc. Extended family, community members, and other
professional- agencies were also identif ied.
The numher of student self-referrals, and referrals by
other students and their parents indicates a sense of trust
of the social workers by the students and their families.
This may in part be due to the small sj-ze of the school
districts and their communities and the likelihood of having
several factors in common with the social workers, such as
racer r€ligion, etc.
Table 4.12 $ources of ConEact lv-ith Students
NB
Student self-referrals 29 94
ParenLs 30 91
Teachers 30 9-l
Other School Staff 21 87
Clergy 12 3 I
Other Student s 23 1 4
Other 11 35
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Perqeptipn of Heed for SefyiceF
The social workers discussed that there is a strong
need for students to have access to professionals to process
their experience with death, In small-er school districts,
the need is not always ongoing, but may be more sporadic.
The social workers ldenti f 1ed t.he need to provlde support to
the students when the students are ready, not when the
social workers recognj-ze the need. Lack of time to provide
the quality and quantity of services was also identified as
a need. Lack of support from society and the administration
regarding this subject was also identified. It was
discussed that there is a tendency to encourage that the
grief process is not always recognized and that the students
should *'gel on with it . "
One social worker identified, "I believe it can be
handled on an as-needed basis. The kids don't always want
"formal" help. They are not always ready for 1t. We can be
available when the time is right, " Another respondent
coilImented, t'ft appears that we utilize services available
and we utilize our abilities, but we do not have any
particular specialized programs for this."
Society's tendency to downpfay grief and noL grant
persons enough time to grieve was identified by a social
werker" **I believe there is a need for the COMMUNITY to
understand that grief exists. There is a tendency to t'get
on with it" and to not accept the process, Kids in the
community also belleve this. In my of fice they wil-l sdy,
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'I'm fine, it doesn/L bother me anymore.' I arn aware that
these same students are getting drunk on the week*ends,
starting f ights in the harlwayr or feeling suicidar . ,, .'r
believe going through the grief process 1s an important
process to work through and continue working through. Itrs
an ongoing and yes, r helieve this is crucial--to avoid
Iifelong i11-effects which may manifest if not addressed
early on. "
Another sociar worker identified the need for
administrat.ive support and understanding, "r believe
strongly in the need for specialized services for students
and families to process grief. There is an administrative
(some principals) tendency to 'just move on, and 'get over
it', and social workersr ds part of their lifetime quest,
are bringing humanity and warmth to many administrators'
needs for control and organization."
Another social worker was concerned about services
being available anytime a student may need. She commented,
"I believe it is essential thrat students have access to
direct servj-ces at all times of thre day. It is important to
know that there is a safe place to grieve, etr€stion or 'just
be' . I also feel it is essential that work be done with the
child's classroom to dehrief them and help them respond
appropriate ly . "
Many sociaf workers dlscussed that each person grieves
differently. "Some do fine with their support systems in
t.heir life/family. Others need additional counseling
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through any of the following: crergy, school, support
groups, counseling services , grief centers, Hospice, et c.,,
In response to the need for additional understanding of
the grief process, one social worker commented, ..some
students need to talk to someone ahout their grief and if
the person they are talking to doesn't understand the grief
process, it may cause more harm than do good. So r feel_
specialized services are very important.,,
In the rural school districts, with smaller student
enrollment, the need for ongoing services for stud.ents
regarding this topic may not always be appropriate. One
social worker responded, "There is a need for services when
a death occurs, but the need may be sporadic--especially in
smaller colTununities with a smal-Ier amount of students
because the chance of death occurring is less.,,
Some of the social workers identified that the schools
do a good job in providing services to these students. One
soclal worker answered, "Yes, I believe there is a need for
specia]ized services, but I also believe the licensed school
social workers can be good service providers in the area of
grief and loss. "
Five social workers discussed that there is a need for
students to have services after the death of a close famiIy
memher, but responded that school may not be the appropriate
place for this to happen. One respondent commented, "We
feel they are adequate within the boundaries of a school's
role. If more i-nvolved, intensive help is indicated, then a
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referral is made. " Another corTunented, " f think there is a
need for grief support groups that have an on-going
function. r believe, however, t.hat. these should meet
outside the conLext of the school day." Yet another social
worker responded, "rt is a need, but not a major need. rn
the schools I try to do some work with students, bu; often
there isn't as much time available here as they may need.
Because of the overwhelming needs of stud.ents, one social
worker answered, t*A small number of students need services
compared to other issues, i. e. , chemical abuse, depress|on,
divorce, etc . Yet another responded, t'whi1e services to
students who've experienced a family deat.h are necessary, I
have more concerns about the numerous students who are
grieving about a multitude of family losses other than
death. " seven sociar workers did not respond to this
question and left the answer blank.
Serviqes Providef, fof Student-g
AI1 social workers identified that their schools
provided some services for the students. Services were
identified as varied, and included: peer support groups,
counseling by the social workers and other school staff,
education within the classroom, and referrals to other
colTlmunity resources. The level of services varied by the
school district and age of the population served.
Of the respondents, twenty-three t74Z) identlfied that
the schools are currently providing peer support groups for
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students who have experj-enced the death of a close family
member (see Table 4.13). Thirty (g'lZ) of the social workers
provide direct counseling for these students, while
twenty-four ('11"6 ) of the schools also have counsel_ing
provided by other school- professionals, such as teachers,
psychologists, nurses, guidance counselors, etc. Twenty-six
of the school social workers (84t) also said referrals are
made to cofilmunity resources . Nine (292 ) utili ze some other
source of services for the students. These included work
within the classrooms about death and dying, the involvement
of clergy in providing support to the students,
coillmunicati-ons with parents, and prevention activities for
at-risk students, These activities j-ncluded drug / alcohol
prevention, harassment education and prevention, etc.
Tahle. 4.. 13 School_ Services Ptqgided
N
Peer Support. Groups 23
Social Work Counseling 30
Counseling by other School Professionals 24
Referrals to Community Resources 26
Other 9
+
14
o"
-t '7
B4
?q
The Extent, Ehat ServiceE !fieet the _Heede of Studentg
It was found that. the social workers believe that the
students who have experienced the death of a close family
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mernber are rece iving f airly good support . However, the
social workers described the need for more time and staff to
provide the quality of services and support they would like
to provide. It was also identified that the families need
added support.
The majority of the social workers, nineteen (61t)
responded that in their opinion, students who have
experienced the death of a cl-ose family member are receiving
good to very good supportive services from the schools and
feel- the students' needs are being met . One social worker
offered, "r would add that these services are provided
respectfully and are at times withdrawn upon student or
f amily request . " Another shared, t* r feel that the student
needs are being met to the extent that the school can help
them. At this point the school doesn't have enough staff to
work with the whole family. so this component of counseling
is missing. We get their input, but do not do whole family
counsel-ing." One social worker offered, "It varies with the
students' situations and personalily." Another added, *'At
this point, I feel the needs of students/families are being
met although I feel there needs to be more support for
families within the community (i.e". support groups) but
this is all hased on demand." Response from another social
worker included, "students are abl-e to utilize services as
needed from caring aduIts. " Yet another social worker
responded, "I feel these services meet their needs because
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if we didn't have these services the kids would have to
handle their grief on their own. "
Three social workers (108) felt that the efforts of the
schools are adequat.e. **f believe we do as much as we can
within the context of our main mission the education of
chirdren. r have a firm berief that schools are
overburdened with expectations that all needs of children
should be addressed in school- . " *'Another responded that
servj-ces "are adequate within the educational setting, but
it would be nice to have a referral resource--different
ideas to suggest at different stages of grief."
Three (10t) social workers identified that not enough
is being offered to the students. "Some students need
additional counseling and support over a longer period of
time. " Another responded, t*From the standpoint of heing a
school employee and being realistic about what a school can
and should provide, yes. Are the needs of these kids heing
totally met? No. It depends largely on the family and
other resources . " **Due to time restraints, we only have
ahout thirty minutes per week available for student group
work or individual counseling. This may be enough for some.
Not f or others . " Another commented, **W€ can always use more
service providers. " One social worker identified, *'If more
readily available, students may utifize even more. Most
services are for crisis management only." Six (f98) of the
social workers offered no response to this question.
5B
4dditiona}.. Fervice Needs
Additional training, education, and experience was
identified as an advantage. Even though the majority of
social workers believe the schools are providing good to
very good supportive services to these students, thirteen
social- workers commented on additional services that they
believe should be provided for the students. These included
teacher and staff in*services, grief support groupsf peer
groups' one-to-one counseling opportunities, additional
social work staff, and death/grief/Loss education fcr all
students. The need for a full-time school counselor or
social worker who could provide some family counseling in
the middle-schooI, junior high, and high schools was
recCImmended by three respondents. Seven of the thlrteen
respondents to this question identified the need for
increased offerings from The Rice Hospice Grief Center
Coordinator. The needs of one social worker were identified
as the need for additional presentatj-ons for staff and/or
counseling opportunities for students.
One social worker who felt a strong need for additional
services commented, "I recently wrote a grant proposal to
have a professional person come int.o our school to do grief
support groups because I, as a school social worker, could
not fol1ow up as needed. I think MORE people would have
attended if the groups had started directly following the
deaths. At this timer w€ were still working on funding."
qo
Five social workers did not elaborate in response to this
survey question and left the answer blank.
Comunity SeqV.icee
As this is a rural area, many of the social workers
identified that direct services, other than school and
clergyr ffidy not be availabre within the local school
cofilmunit j-es, but that resources are avai lable in some of the
larger communities. These resources were identified to be
within a thirty mile radius of the smaller cofitmunitj-es,
Children's grief counselors were identified by the
ma j ority of the social- werkers (Table 4 . L4 j . Twenty*f our
(7'lZ ) identified children's grlef counselors as a service
available. Twenty-four (l7Z ) identified child psychologists
available. Specialized clergy that counsel chil-dren were
identified by twenty-one (6Be) of the social workers,
Children's grief support groups were identified by eleven
(35t) of the social workers, but it was noted that this
servj-ce is usually of fered on an as*needed basis. Seven
{23* } listed some other type of servj-ce. Six of the seven
said The Grief Center is a resource available to children,
while three social workers did noL list a response,
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Tahle 4 . 1.4 Corurtunity.-Resources A:rail_ablp
Children's Grief Counselors
Child Psychologists
Specialized Clergy
Children's Grief Support Groups
Other
N
24
/.+
2L
11
7
z
71
71
6B
35
23
Training- Neede ,Identifie{ by Eocia]. T{orkefg,
In general, the social workers revealed that their
education and training has provided them a good foundation
for working with children who have experienced the death of
a close family member. over half, ni-neteen, (618) of the
social workers surveyed revealed they believe that their
education or training has prepared them for working with
these students. Flve (168) said they believe that their
education or tralning has somewhat prepared them, and seven
(238) identified they do not feel their educatj-on or
training has prepared them for working with these students.
The school districts were identified to provide
opportunities for the social workers to improve their skil1s
and knowledge. Twenty-eight ( 908 ) revealed that their
school districts offer opportunities or resources for them
to learn more about working with students who have
experienced the death of a close family member. One said
she felt somewhat supported by resource opportunities, and
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two identified that their schoors do not offer such
opportunitles. Wass and Corr ( 1984 ) emphasized that 1n
order to be effective at helping children who are grievi-ng,
it i s important t.hat we learn as much as we can about chi Id
development and behavior in generar-; about dying, death, and
bereavement; and especlally about children' s deat.h related
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors .
Most of the social workers identified they have
attended some type of workshop or in-service on grief
counseling. seven respondents did not describe any
opportunities or resources they have utilized. The Grief
Center Coordinator was highlighted as a source for training
by eleven of the respondents. Six identified that they have
attended seminars on the subject provided by the Rice
Hospice program.
The need for good resources, and curriculum was
frequently mentioned. A good school, community, and
professional library with resources on children,s
experiences related to death and dying was identified by
several of the respondents as being very important and
he1pful.
Supervis j-on was identlf ied as necessary. Recognizing
that there may be more skilled professionals to access was
identifieC as a henefit. Utilizing social workers who have
"more experience than I do regarding this subject" was
identified by one social worker. *'f use our local mental
bl
health professional-s for their expertise , " was the response
of another social worker.
When asked what additional education or training the
social workers thought would be benef icial- for working with
student s who have experienced the death of a cl-ose f ami 1y
member, one-half, fourteen, of respondents left this
question blank and did not respond. The answers from the
other fourteen social workers varied. One social worker
suggested, "training should require every social worker to
bring an administrator to the tralning. Basically, grief
process and family system orientation to grief are essential
training topics. The ad.ministrators should become more
aware of this."
While many of the social workers identified the need
f or some type of educat ion opportun j-t ies by s ki 1led
professionals, one respondent. cofilmented, t'more small
groups /hands on role-plays of situat j-ons with others j-n the
field. Need group work rather than sit, take notes and
listen. Need to DO !" Another social worker cofirmented,
"this would be a good topic to offer either at a graduate or
post-graduate Ieve1. Kids and parents are dying younger
because of accidents and violence so we should know how to
handle this. " While yet another soclal worker responded,
"The best education/training I have had are my own personal
experiences of losing a brother and a sister."
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Sumanr
-
Twenty-seven schoof soclat workers, three guidance
counselors, and one school psychologist. responded to the
thirty-six mailed survey guestionnaires. The respondents
provided demographic informatlon about their roles as school
social workers and about their school demographics.
Additional information was collected. regarding the social
workers' perceptions about the needs of students who have
experienced the death of a close family member. The
respondents also provided information about the services
available to these students. Generally, they described
adequate services available to the children in the schools
and the colTtmunit.ies, but identif ied the need for improved
and additional- services . A1so, the social workers provided
information about services that are available to the social
workers and their percelved needs for additional social work
and staff training and education. Most of the social
workers discussed the need to continue to improve their
skills and knowledge related to working with this
popufat ion .
Chapter five will focus on the strengths and
Iimitations of t.he study and provide a discussion regarding
the study.
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Chapter Five
Diecuseion
OverviEw
In Chapter Five, the strengths and limitat.ions of the
study are discussed. Also discussed in this chapter are the
impl-icatj-ons of the results of the study, including those
for social work pract j-ce 
.
Strengthe and Limitatione of the Study
StreqgEhe
A strength of this study was the use of both
quantitative and qualitative research methods. Combining
quantitative and qualitative methods provided for greater
detail in the data collected.
The key informant approach of obtaining information and.
opinj.ons of the school social workers increased the i-nternal
validity of the study. The self-administered questionnaj-re
al-lowed for a larger population to be surveyed within a
larger geographic area than would have heen possible with
individual interview$.
The high response rate of 863, thirty-one of thirty-six
mailed surveys, was indicative of the interest of school
social workers, in this geographic location, about this
subj ect " This study provided information about the servj-ces
available and the servj-ce needs. &s identif ied by the school
social workers , f or chi ldren who have experienced t.he death
of a close family member.
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I+i.mit+tipnE
The limitations of the research design and methodology
include the generalizability of the research findings. The
ability to generalize beyond the poputation in this study is
limited by the non-probability sampling procedure and sample
size. rn additionr school soclar workers within the
fourteen school districts in central and west-central
Minnesota in this study may not be representative of aII
school social workers, but they may however be
representative of sma11, rural school districts. Because
the school social workers studied are located in a rural
area, the results may not be applicable in a larger metro
area. Specifically, the array of services for children who
have experienced the death of a close family member may be
more accessible in a metro area. To determine the range of
servi-ces and the role of social workers with this
population I a larger sample which included a mix of rural
and metro social workers would have been required. The
intent of the study. however, was to examine services in
this particular rural area, Non-probability sampling also
influenced the external validity of the study (Rubin &
Babbie, 1997) . FinalIy, studying school social workers as
wel l- as st.udent s and f ami l ies would have provided addit ional
data in regards to the research questions.
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DiscqsEien
This research study focused on the availability of
services and service needs as ldentified by school social
workers for students, pre-school through grade twerve, who
have experienced the death of a close family member. These
students are all enrolled in fourteen school- districts
within the service area of Rice Hospice and The Grief
center. The study also explored the social workers,
perceived need for additional training to help them work
with these students.
What do social workers perceive t.o be the needs of
students who have experienced the death of a close family
member? According to the school social workers, the needs
of students varied. The lmportance of the school to
acknowledge the death was identified by the respondents so
that students know that staff is aware of the death and is
concerned for the students, Providing a safe place to talk
or a quiet place to "just he" was idenlified as necessary.
fnformation to the students about death, dying, and grieving
is perceived as helpful to ensure that the students know
that each person deals with death differently, and that
grieving takes a long time. students have reported to
social workers that it helps to discuss feelings, fears, and
experiences regarding this topic. A fot of youth issues
(alcohol and drug abuse, aggressive behaviors, depression,
generar unhappiness, etc. ) are believed by the social
workers to stem from unresolved grief and J-oss issues.
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The social workers identified the need for students to
have caring, concerned, and trained peopre to help them
through the difflcult process following a death. Sometimes
classmates may need information and support in addltion to
the student who has had a famiry member die.
What services are offered by the schools to these
students? In general, the responses of the social workers
identified that the schools are currently providing good
support to students who have experienced the death of a
close family member. The following services were provided
by the ma j ority of the school- s : I ) peer support groups , Z)
social work counseling, 3) counseling by other school
professionals, and 4) referrals to community resources.
Eight of the social workers surveyed also utilize clergy in
providing support, incorporate work about death and dying
within the classrooms, and utilize prevention activities for
at*ris k students ,
To what exLent do the servi-ces in the school s meel the
needs of these students? According to the social workers,
the students' needs are being met to the extent that. the
schools can help them, The lack of staff and time to
provide the quatity of services most of the social workers
woul-d prefer is 1imited. Addit.ional support for the entire
family was identified as a need. The sociar workers
identified this need could best be met ouLside the school-
setting, and should be provided by cofilmunity resources.
6B
Three of the social workers identified that not enough
is being offered to these students. rL was reported that if
these services were more readily availahle, the students
woul-d ut i li ze them even more than they do now .
What additional services are identified by school
social workers which urould assist the students to cope after
their experience with someone who has died? When a death
occurs, the social workers discussed that school staff need
to be prepared to deal with more than j ust the student whose
family member has dled. Death affects the student,s friends
as well-. Incorporating close friends into grief support
groups was identified as a need by several- of the social
workersr ES friends may also be grieving, and may need
information and guidance in how to support the student. who
has had the death in the family.
The need for aCditional staff to work with these
students, friends, and families was identified hy many of
the social workers, The social workers identified that
those who work in the schools need to be all-otted time and
flexibility to provide for the unpredictable needs of these
students. The long-term grief reactions must be recognized
and interventions provlded as needed. One social worker
added, *'This translates into assuring that full-time trained
counselors r social workers, Fsychologists are employed. "
AIso identified as a need are increased offerings from
t.he Grief CenLer coordinator to provide school social
workers with training to enhance their own knowledge of the
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needs and processes of students who have experienced a
death ' The Grief Center and other mental health agencies
were suggested to establish increased support groups and
counseling to students and families outside the school_
setting.
What services in the cofirmunity are school social
workers aware of for these students? Because of the rural
area, addit ional servj-ces may not be provided in the
student' s home comrnunity, but were found by the social
workers to be available within a thirty mile radius. These
services were identified as: 1 ) children' s grief
counselors, 2) child psychologists, 3) specialized clergy to
work with children, 4) some children's grief support groups
are offered on an as needed basis, and 5) The Grief Center.
Do school social workers perceive a need for training
to help them work with students who have experienced the
death of a close family memher? While most social workers
ident i f ied that they are providing good servj-ce s for these
st.udent s . and that their education has prepared them f or
working with students who have experienced the death of a
close f ami Iy member, the need f or onqoing, addit ional-
training regarding death, dying, and grief concerns is
needed. The social workers identified the need for
*'hands-orr" training as being more beneficial than lecture
type seminars.
Also identified as crucial- is a good Iibrary system.
The need for children's and families' resources as well as
7n
resources and curriculum for professionals is helpful to
provide information about this subject. Education of the
school- administration regarding t.his topic was aJso listed
as important - The social workers identified the need for
administrative support to provide adequate and appropriate
support to students,
Iupl*cationE fqr Fr+gtiqe and the Field of goci,a] Ifprk
This study will provide school social workers, t,he
local Hospice prograffis, and The Grief Center coordlnator
information about the needs for additional services that
students have following the death of a close family member.
Strengths and weaknesses have been cited. Children and
adolescents who are grieving have a need for adults who can
offer support and understanding.
Adults need to understand, the meaning and effect of the
death experience for the child or adolescent, Understanding
requires more than just hearing what the child has to say.
Understanding requires a cofilmunication between the child and
the adult. Both verbal and nonverbal messages are
communicated. By offering to communicate and attempt to
understand, adult.s can help the child or adolescent cope
with the grief experience (Wass & Corr, !984 and Wolfelt,
1gB3).
As advocates working on behalf of thelr students,
school social workers can cal-1 for assistance from parents,
extended family, community professionals, and other caring
17
adults in the students' Iives. This study was designed to
identify the social workers' perceived need for additional
training and resources so that the area community
professionals who work with grieving chirdren and who
provide workshops and seminars for the schools will have
access to this information and provide whatever services are
appropriate, available, and possible.
Further implications for social workers are indicated
by the rack of riterature pertinent to social work
addressing issues related to grief for chitdren and
adolescents. Much of the literature reviewed for the study
was found in educational and bereavement publications, yet,
social workers in schools are often the professionals who
have direct contact with students who experience
difficulties. To really help the students, the social
workers need to know what these students' needs are and to
understand how these needs can best be addressed (stevensonr
1995). Educating and preparing social workers to be present
with grieving children and to have the knowledge and skills
to respond to grief*related issues is key to effective
social work practice (Kramer, 1998) - Determining what role
the schools wiII play in the effort to help the students
must also be addressed. Additional research on the needs of
grieving children and adolescents is primary. AIso required
is information on the roles of the schools and school social
workers about identifying the needs of students, addressing
these needs, and developing protocols for the schools to use
't2
when such needs arise. Increased research for social work
is essential.
S.oncl.uEion
The social workers who participated in thls study were
found to have many years of experience as school social
workers and have worked in their present school systems for
several years. Most of these social- workers are working
with both large numbers of students an,c murtiple grade
levels.
The number of student sel-f-referrals, and referrals by
other students and parents is indicative that the students
and parents have developed a trusting relationship r^iith
these school- social workers . Many factors may be involved
in these high number of referrals. These have been
discussed within this paper as the small size of the school-
districts and conununities and the likelihood of having
several factors in conmon with the social workers.
While completing my research for this project, I found
a lack of related resources on this subj ect in social work
journals. I utilized severai- different libraries and
research techniques to identify social work journals
relating to this topic 
"
As little was found on grief issues for adults, and
even less relating to the grief of children, ffiy research was
expanded to educational journals, hospice and bereavement
journals, and other related literature. The need for the
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social work profession to pay heed to this suhject is
warranted' Many of the researchers and professionals
ident i f ied that of ten ser j-ous problems can surf ace Iater in
life and can be l-inked to unresolved grief j-ssues as a child
(Doka, 1995; Essa & Murray , Lggl; Grollman. 1gg0; Mccown 6,
Davies, 1995; Morrison Tonkins & Lambert, 1gg6; worfel,t,
1991). Some of these prohlems were identified as: chemical
abuse, suicidal ideation, sexual acting out, and aggressive
and anti-social behaviors.
During the culmination of this study, r received
several- phone calls from school social workers who had
completed the survey questionnaire and were inquiring about
the results of the study, The over-all large response rate
of the returned surveys and the phone inquiries are an
indicator of the importance of this topic in our
communities.
These school social workers described the need for
increased social work staf f and t ime, addit lonal- l ibrary and
other resources, increased educational opportunities, and
support from administration. In addition to these needs,
the community resources must be more in-tuned to the needs
of the children within the community.
The Rice Hospice program and The Grief Center have
begun to address this issue. camp G.K" Bear, a one-day camp
for children who have experienced the death of a significant
person in their lives will be held for the first time this
sufilmer. This camp is for children, grades one through six,
74
and wi 11 be held in f ive of the local- communit ies throughout
the sulnmer . The purpose of the camp i s to of f er support and
education to the children. There are expectations of
expanding the camp to additional communities, provide for
additional ages of childrenn and incorporate a wider variety
of grief issues in future years.
sqnmary
This research suggests that while the school soclal
workers are providinq adequate support to students who have
experienced the death of a close family member, they feel
the need for additional training to provide hetter support
to students and families. *'Preparing social workers to
respond to Joss can be very challenging and complicated and
requires training in self*awarenessr knowledge acquisition,
and skill buildingr" (Kramer, 1ggB, p. ZLZI . The
responcents arso suggested that additional- supportive
services for stuCents and families within the communities
are necessary. Thi-s study proposes that additional training
on grief education for school social workers hras the
potential for enhancing a sense of competence to respond to
deathr in the social workers, everyday practices with
s tudent s .
A summary of the completed study will be avallabre
to the school social workers if they so choose. The results
of this study will be shared with the Rice Hospice program
and The Grief Center to provide information regarding the
75
addressed needs of the school social workers. Information
from this study will al-so be available to other cofitmunity
professionals who provide bereavement services to children,
parents, and families.
"when we discuss death with our chirdren openry,
we enable them to rive more f reef y" (Rabbi Earl_ A.
Grollman, l-995, p. 17) .
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APPENDIX B
Brenda K, Wiese, L$W
417 Cental Ave.
P.O. Box l0I
Sunburg, MN 56289
Home Fhone (320) 366-4464
Work Phone {320) ZJ11[{;A
Name
Position
School
Address
City State Zip
Dear First Name:
February 10, 1998
You are invited to participate in a research study on services for children who have
experienced the death of a close family member. The purpose of this research is to
explore the availability of services and service needs for students, pre*school through
grade twelve in Central Minnesota, who have experienced the deaih of a close famity
member. This study is a part of my thesis in the Master of Social Work program at
Augsburg College.
Your participation is completely voluntary and your decision to participate or not will not
affect your relationship with your employer, Augsburg College. If you decide to
participate, the questionnaire should take about twenty minutes to complete. In the event
that completing this questionnaire causes you any personal difficulties, you may contact
David Rivers, Rice Grief Center Coordinator at (320) z3l-44s0
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me by March I in the
enclosed pre-addressed stamped envelope. Do not include your name, your school, or
other identifuing information on the questionnaire. The research results will be reported
in aggregate form and individuals will not be identified. All questionnaires wilt be
destroyed following the completion of this thesis.
Indirect benefit of taking part in this study will result in participants having access to a
summary of the results if requested. If you have any questions or concems, feel free to
contact me at work (320) 2314442 orhome (320) 366-3464,or my thesis advisor, Dr.
Glenda Dewberry-Rooney, Chair and Associate Professor of the Department of Social
Work at Augsburg College at 612-330-1338.
Sincerely,
Brenda K. Wiese, LSW
MSW Student
Box # 409
Augsburg College
22ll Riverside Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55454-1 35 I
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APPENDIX C
SCEOOL SOCIAL WORT( ST'R\IEY
rRB # 97-38-02
The purpose of this questionnaire is to explore theavailahility of services and service needs for itudents inCentral Minnesota, pre-school through grade twelve, who haveexperienced the death of a close family member within thepast twelve months. The questlonnaire consists of threesections: social worker Rore, Education and Training, andDemographic fnformation. Please answer each question to thebest of your ability.
SECTION I. SOCIAI, WORI(ER ROI,E
1. Does your role as a school socj-a
working with students who have experience
close family memher?
3, F]hat additional serviceprovided for students? (please I
orker involve
he death of a
o you believe should be
)
1wdr
Yes No
2. Does your school provide services for students whohave experienced the death of a close famiry member?
Yes No
sd
ist
Continue on tso the next paEle.
4 " Please identify the types of services provided. bythe school- or s chool s where you work as a social worker .(Check all that apply.)
B5
none
peer support groups
counseling provided by sCIcial worker
counseling provided by other professionals
( teachers r Fsychologists, nurses r guidancecounselors, etc. )
referrals to coflununity resources
other (please identify)
a
1--L)
d
e
f
5. 'Please describe to what extent you betieve these
services meet the needs of these students.
6. Please identify the type of services that are
avai lable in your cofitmunity.
=-d'
. -_ 
b.
...-----__-c'
_d.
AU.
children's grief support groupsgrief counselors for children
child psychotogists
clergy that provide specialized
children
other (please identify)
counseling Lo
Continue on to the next pa{1e.
7 . what are the sources of contact you have toof students who have experienced the death of a crose
memher? (Check aIl that aFply.)
B6
learn
f ami 1y
_a-
--b.
-c.
--d. aU.
-f.
-.=-9.
students seek social worker assistanceParents seek assistance for st.udentsReferral from LeacherReferral from other school staffReferral from clergy
Referral from other studentsOther (please list)
B. Please describe the extent that you believe thereis a need for specialized services for students who have
experienced the death of a close family member.
Continue on to Section II on the next page.
r)-ol
SECIIOI{ rI . EDUCATIOII S}ID TRAIHTNG:
1 " Do you betieve that your education or training hasprepared you for worklng with students who have experiencedthe death of a close family member?
.-Yes No
-it.
IESOUTCCS
students ?
3. P1ease
resources.
Has your school district offered opportunities orfor you to learn more about workinq with these
Yes 
-No 
(Skip to Question 4 . )
identify some of these opportunities or
4. rdentify any additionar educat.ion or trainin
would he beneficlal for working with students wh
experienced the death of a close famiry member?
gv
oh
ou think
ave
continue on to section rrr on the nerrt paEle.
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SECEION III . DE}IOGRAPHTC THFORI{trTION:
How long have your worked as a school sociar1.
worke r ?
-.-Less 
than l year
_1 to 2 years
-----3 
to 5 years
6to
over
years
years
10
10
2.
syst em?
How long have you worked in your current school
t
trJ
Less
1 to
3to
han 1 year
years
years
1 0 years
1 0 years
6to
OVEI
3. Please identify the number of social workers inyour school dlstrict?
4. what is the number of schoors in which you work?
trJ Do you have a degree in social work?
--...-Yes 
No
What is your highest degree in social work?6
aLi BSW
MSW
c, Ph.D.
d. Other degree ( s )(Specify)b
I . Are you licensed as a Social Worker by
.a
l.-Lr
The Mi-nnesota Board of SociaI WorkersOther ( Please identifv)
Continue on to next page.
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B. Your Gender?
a. MaIe
9. Your Age?
10. Your Race /Athnicity?
a
b
d
G
f
a
b
r-
r.i
a
f.
African American
Asian American
Caucas ian
Latino /lltspanic
Native American
Other ( Please specify)
Pre-K to grade 3
Grade 4 to grade 6
Jr. High
High School
Alternative /fechnical SchoolOther (Please identify. )
b. Fema1e
11. What is the population of the school district in
which you work?
12. Is your primary work assignment. in
Continue on to next paE1e.
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13. Please use t.his space for additional- comments you
wish to make about the service needs of students who have
experienced the death of a close family member.
t.trake sure you have not written any identifying
infOrmation anSmhere or this Eurvey and mail- in the
pre*addressed envelope by t{arch 11 to:
Brenda Wiese
P.O. Box 409
Augsburg Col- lege
22LL Riverside Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Augshurng Colfege
Lii';#s!l [ibr"Ery
flvXinneapolis, MN SS4S4
